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Schlumberger Selects Google Cloud for its Enterprise-
Wide SAP Migration and Modernization
Google Cloud will support Schlumberger's IT services and infrastructure,
providing higher levels of resiliency and scalability while reducing costs
and downtime

Sunnyvale, Calif., April 29, 2021—Schlumberger and Google Cloud today announced a new partnership to
accelerate and modernize Schlumberger’s transition to SAP in the cloud. Under this new partnership, Google
Cloud becomes Schlumberger’s cloud provider for critical IT services and infrastructure underpinning its
finance, supply chain, and human resources applications from SAP.

“Maintaining the highest levels of uptime while providing seamless access to IT services for employees at
locations around the world is critical to our business at Schlumberger,” said Sebastien Lehnherr, CIO at
Schlumberger. “We have enterprise-class requirements for highly-available and resilient SAP infrastructure, and
with that in mind, we are partnering with Google Cloud as our cloud provider of choice for SAP.”

“Enabling SAP on Google Cloud at scale, with cutting-edge infrastructure, provides Schlumberger with the agile
environment needed to quickly respond to its ever-changing business demands,” said Rob Enslin, President at
Google Cloud. “Enterprises are increasingly turning to Google Cloud for core compute workloads like SAP, and
we’re committed to providing them with a future-proof cloud platform on which to run their most critical
workloads.”

Under this initiative, Schlumberger has deployed more than two hundred applications onto Google Cloud,
including SAP systems for ERP, Supply Chain Management, Human Capital Management, Process Orchestration,
Manufacturing Integration & Intelligence, Business Planning & Consolidation and more.

To build for the future, Schlumberger needed a trusted cloud platform. Today, Google Cloud’s global, reliable,
and highly-performant network ensures availability and speedy delivery of key IT services to Schlumberger
employees around the world. The company is also benefiting from Google Cloud’s live migration capabilities,
ensuring zero downtime during updates and changes to its underlying infrastructure. 

Additional resources

Introducing Bare Metal Solution for SAP workloads
Introducing SAP Integration with Cloud Data Fusion
Stepping up business transformation with SAP RISE and Google Cloud
Cloud Acceleration Program: More reasons for SAP customers to migrate to Google Cloud

About Google Cloud

Google Cloud accelerates organizations’ ability to digitally transform their business with the best infrastructure,
platform, industry solutions and expertise. We deliver enterprise-grade cloud solutions that leverage Google’s
cutting-edge technology to help companies operate more efficiently and adapt to changing needs, giving
customers a foundation for the future. Customers in more than 200 countries and territories turn to Google
Cloud as their trusted partner to solve their most critical business problems.
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